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1 Introduction

1.1. Management Summary
Roos van der Jagt assignment for the URGENT: OPEN CALL FOR RADICAL DESIGN
THINKING is called "EARTH RISING" on behalf of multimedia company Double O
Roos. In this project, the players in a rich multimedia setting are challenged to
save the world within an hour and a half. In doing so, account must be taken of
the interests and objectives of both humanity and the government. To set
priorities and make choices, the players will work in teams. Through the reality
content and the use of multimedia, Double O Roos wants to push the existing
boundaries with "EARTH RISING" and renew the genre of serious gaming.
The gaming industry has long ceased to be an attic niche. Global sales last year
were approximately $ 120 billion, more than twice that of the entire film
industry. Fortnite alone managed to fish $ 2.4 billion from the wallets of especially young - gamers. Those same youngsters really don't play all day,
which their parents often fear. The rest of the day they watch games on
YouTube or Twitch. On YouTube alone, around 200 million people watch video
every day about games.
The staggering numbers make it clear that the interests of game makers are
great. Inspired in part by the success of Fortnite, they all try to sell the next
success. One of the latest successes is Electronic Arts' Apex Legends game. This
free game managed to attract 25 million players within one week. The
marketing is extremely effective. We want to respond to that.
1.2. Background project
Google is starting a kind of Netflix for games, which is interesting.
The idea is that everyone can play on existing equipment (mobile phone, laptop,
TV). A special console like the PlayStation or Xbox, nor downloading and
installing games are necessary. That is our basis.
2. Project content

2.1. Project result
Viewers should be persuaded to start gaming with the push of a button. If
successful, Google will tap into a new group of customers who will pull the
wallet for a monthly subscription service. Our game responds to this.
Fortnite was the best-earning game ever with $ 2.4 billion in revenue in 2018,

research firm SuperData recently announced. Not thanks to people who buy the
game, because Fortnite is free. The makers earn money by selling costumes and
dances for the doll you play with. And selling challenges that, when completed,
lead to even more suits and dances.
Just buy a game and play? That is no longer the standard. Game makers now
earn a good deal of their money with additional purchases in the game. It is not
without reason that "free" games brought in just under $ 88 billion (77 billion
euros) in 2018, 80 percent of all money earned with video games, according to
SuperData. Even with non-free games, offering additional options for a fee has
become a standing practice.
Step 1: Earth Rising lets people play with each other

The very first screen that Earth Rising presents, we encourage players to add
friends, "to complement your team".
We believe it is the reason that Candy Crush shows scores of other players after
every game round. That Earth Rising urges you to join a "crew", a kind of club
with other players. That the same game awards extra points when you complete
missions (save the earth) with a friend.
After all, social connection is one of the psychological needs that games can
meet, please note that this has been proven. Others are a sense of competence,
it feels good to face challenges, and autonomy, the sense of control and
freedom of choice. Whether you approach the opponent stealthily through the
bushes or by rushing towards it at full speed, for example.
Step 2: Earth Rising allows players to dress up

The sense of autonomy and social connection are stronger if you have your own
identity in the game, according to Canadian research from 2016. The
researchers had test subjects play a game in which they ran endlessly across a
path to collect coins. Players running around with a self-designed avatar, the
puppet you play with, played longer than those who didn't.
GTA Online makes use of this by offering clothes for a fee. After the first race
and the first mission, your navigation system will send you directly to a clothing
store. To pick up the outfits you got when you bought the game. And to show
what other cool stuff you can buy. That is interesting, we want to anticipate this
further with our project.

Step 3: Earth Rising puts time pressure on players

How do you get "skins", like outfits in Fortnite are called? You can also buy a
part here in the store. Note the mention "Another 13 hours." After that, the
pickaxe that looks like a squid is no longer available. "They deliberately create
scarcity," which is irritating. With an exclusive look you want to be seen on the
battlefield. You have to pull the wallet now, of course. But this is not necessary
with us. We think we will approach this in a smarter way.
A second way to get skins is to win them by collecting points. This is done,
among other things, by achieving goals, along the lines of "shoot seven people
with a gun. Paying players are promised a large amount of rewards. At the end
you can play as the Ice King, so you will be rewarded, we want to apply this if
you make good choices then you will be rewarded.
2.2. Delineation of the project result
Conspiracy has long been associated with eccentric figures in the attic, but the
question now arises: is the number of conspiracy thinkers growing? Or have
they always been there, but are they only now able to find prominent stages?
Rather, conspiracy thinking is only seen now. "In the past, conspiracy thinking
was seen as a fringe phenomenon. It never was. It has always been a
widespread phenomenon. "Earth Rising responds to this, it is about conspiracy
theory. We do not want to frighten people, but take the fear away by means of
the game and let the player discover his own creativity, thereby also his own
abilities.
2.3. Requirements
Current conspiracy thinking focuses on modern society and our own
institutions. It is about the elite, the medical industry, our government leaders,
the vaccinations that our children receive. We want to mirror people in the
game, let the player experience that they are capable of much more than they
think now. Earth Rising is a thinking game, a kind of tool to bring people closer
to themselves. We need a team for this, a think tank. A project team
2.4. Activities of the parties involved
We are a close team of creative minds and conquer the world with our
impactful projects from the Ports of Rotterdam. Founded twenty years ago by

one creative person, it has grown into a professional and innovative multi-media
company. With a good mix of forty extra fanatics, we are committed to changing
behavior through play and our knowledge and skills. With extensive experience
in various sectors such as education, healthcare and (large) business companies,
we serve a versatile market at home and abroad.
2.5. Interfaces with other projects / activities
Over the years we have built up a great portfolio with a wide variety of issues
and solutions. We always work with great pleasure and passion on our projects,
but are only really satisfied when we actually make an impact.
3. Project implementation
3.1. Phasing
Immediate results and easy to use
Do you want to make the world smarter and start your own knowledge
campaigns?

• Areas of application that have already proven themselves are: products &
services, vision & strategy and mergers & acquisitions.
• The user-friendly Content Management System (CMS) allows the content
manager to easily add or edit content.
• Playable up to 9 languages, with and against each other.
• The game can be adapted to your visual identity.
• A data dashboard shows insights in various aspects about the knowledge and
involvement of players.
• Proven game mechanics have been applied to ensure maximum involvement
and fun among the players.
• Implement in a few weeks.
A free demo in 3 steps
1. Request demo codes for you and your friends by email or WhatsApp: enter
your details and the number of players.
2. Download the app on your phone.
3. Challenge your friends and play!
"" What makes this game so great is how it brings all the different people of the
world closer together. "- Player 0
3.2. Products
Earth Rising can be tailored to the player's wishes. With an experienced

implementation team at our side, we ensure that you can get started quickly
and easily.
An effective tool
Well and carefully designed gamification - as we are going to apply it - is an
extremely effective tool for thinking with immediate and real impact on
behavior. Why?
• It directly leads to behavioral change.
• It creates support, because we work bottom up: in co-creation with customer
and end user.
• It has real impact on human happiness.
• It is applicable to all challenges related to human behavior.
4. Project management
4.1. Money
programmer: 4 weeks x 40 hours = 160 hours
2d design: 2 weeks x 40 hours = 80 hours
collect content by experts: 2 weeks x 40 hours

put online and 1 test with end users: 20 hours
last corrections and unforeseen: 40 hours
So you arrive at 340 hours as a rough estimate. Without promotion and
"marketing" of the game, without major setbacks (from computer crash to
versions of PHP that do not cooperate or bugs in the software) and without
hours for a project manager or game designer. If you assume a (cheap) rate of
50 euros per hour, you are already on a budget of 15,000 euros.
4.2. Organization
The team
The team needed to create Earth Rising usually consists of the following roles:
• A game designer: the person who comes up with the game idea and / or
develops it into programmable game rules
• Matter experts: the experts who understand the subject of the Earth Rising
(teachers, scientists, psychologists, etc.)
• Programmers: those who will technically realize the game
• Game artists: the people who produce the pictures (2d and sometimes 3d)
• Possibly: game sound engineers (if the sound is important, otherwise you will
work with available sound databases.
• A project leader: if it concerns a large team

• Test audience
• The publisher or administrator of the game
Then charge a rate of 50-100 euros per hour (ex. VAT) for each of the above
persons and you will already have an idea how quickly your budget can go.
4.3. Quality
We have developed our own proven methodology, based on the most
substantiated behavioral theories. The end user is central to this, in order to
achieve real impact. We believe in the power of games and games as a
development and change tool. Whether it is raising awareness, learning new
skills or practicing new behaviors to create habits. Play is never the goal, but the
means.
4.4. Information
A monthly progress report will be made for the client. In this report, Chapter 1
will discuss the content of the project and Chapter 2 will report the control
(GOKIT) of the project.
4.5. Time
12 months is the total lead time and the end date of the total project. 2 months
is lead time and end date per phase. The execution and cooperation of the team
are possibly limiting factors.
4.6. Collaboration
Through weekly consultation and interaction within the team, all parties remain
involved and on the right course.
5. Risk analysis
5.1. Potential risks
Predicting the future is an impossibility. With so many uncertainties that will
each have an influence on what is to come, it is pointless to make a hard
forecast. Yet a pattern seems to be emerging that gives an idea of where the
industry is headed. With the advent of Season Passes and DLC, it seems that
games are going to be much more of a dynamic service than a static product like
we saw in the past. As games become more expensive but the selling price
remains the same, something has to change to remain viable for companies.

5.2. Risk reducing measures
In the above description, the greatest (financial) risk lies with the publishers.
However, there are also plenty of examples where the programmers themselves
have been largely or even entirely responsible for making their games
profitable. With this they take a huge risk where a personal bankruptcy is not
even the worst thing that can happen to them. We can reduce this by sharing
responsibility.

